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The U.S. Commission on Civil Rights is a temporary, independent, bipartisan agency established by Congress in 1957 and directed to:

- Investigate complaints alleging that citizens are being deprived of their right to vote by reason of their race, color, religion, or national origin, or by reason of fraudulent practices;
- Study and collect information concerning legal developments constituting a denial of equal protection of the laws under the Constitution;
- Appraise Federal laws and policies with respect to equal protection of the laws;
- Serve as a national clearinghouse for information in respect to denials of equal protection of the laws; and
- Submit reports, findings, and recommendations to the President and the Congress.
For the first time in the history of American education, school desegregation is a matter of urgent concern in communities throughout the Nation. While some communities are still enmeshed in controversy over the issue, other communities are developing plans in an effort to desegregate their schools and improve the quality of education for all children.

This pamphlet identifies some of the elements of successful desegregation and explains some of the techniques communities have used or are planning to use to desegregate their schools.

The information in this pamphlet is based on a major study of Racial Isolation in the Public Schools which the Commission did at the request of President Johnson. The report was issued in February 1967.

In its study, the Commission found that remedies are available which will desegregate schools and provide a better education for all American children.

The major findings of fact which emerged from the study are:

- Racial isolation in the public schools is intense and is growing worse.
- Negro children suffer serious harm when they are educated in racially segregated schools, whatever the origin of that segregation. They do not achieve as well as other children; their aspirations are more restricted than those of other children; and they do not have as much confidence that they can influence their own futures.
- White children educated in all-white schools also are harmed and frequently are ill-prepared to live in a world of people from diverse social, economic, and cultural backgrounds.
- Compensatory efforts to improve education for children within racially and socially isolated schools have not been markedly successful.
- School desegregation remedies have been devised which will improve the quality of education for all children.
There is a definite need for remedial programs and other forms of academic assistance to improve the quality of American education for all students, the Commission found. The Commission's study suggests that remedial programs are most likely to be successful in schools which are not segregated by race and social class.

**PLANNING SCHOOL DESEGREGATION**

The techniques for desegregating schools vary, since they are contingent upon such factors as size of the city, the number of schools, the size of the Negro community, and the residential patterns of the city. Some cities have successfully desegregated their schools and others have developed promising plans for school desegregation. In those cities where there has been progress in school desegregation, the following elements generally have been present:

**LEADERSHIP:** School officials, at both the State and local levels, have been committed to the goal of desegregation. Their initiative in developing and implementing a feasible plan, and gaining community support for it has been essential to success.

**COMMUNITY PARTICIPATION:** The plan has affected the total community. Where many schools and children have been included in the desegregation plan, parents have felt that they shared equally the responsibility for school desegregation. The involvement of community groups has made desegregation a rewarding experience for white and Negro families.

**QUALITY EDUCATION:** A variety of efforts has been made to improve the quality of education for all children. In these instances school programs have provided for the needs of individual children, including those who require remedial assistance or special enrichment. Consolidated school facilities often have provided greater opportunity for sharing specialized staff and expensive equipment than has been possible in smaller schools.
MINIMIZING INTERRACIAL FRIC-TION: School administrators and teachers have created conditions under which Negro and white students can learn to understand and accept each other. Teachers, parents, and children have been prepared for the new experience so that racial tensions have not arisen or have been effectively resolved. Additional helpful steps have included the introduction of multiracial teaching materials into the curriculum and the assignment of Negro teachers to faculties of previously all-white schools.

CLASSROOM DESEGREGATION: Successful desegregation of schools has included desegregation of classrooms. Classes have been organized so that students can progress at their own speed at the same time as they work with and learn from children of different backgrounds.

ENLARGED ATTENDANCE AREAS: Attendance areas have been made large enough so that schools serve a balanced racial and social class population and can remain balanced even if residential patterns should change.

DESEGREGATION TECHNIQUES

The most frequently used plans for desegregating schools include: school pairing, central schools, school closing, magnet schools and supplementary centers, education complexes, and education parks. Each plan may have drawbacks as well as advantages, depending upon the particular situation. An essential element common to each plan, however, is the enlargement of attendance zones.

PAIRING — School desegregation by pairing is achieved when the attendance areas of two or more nearby schools are merged so that each school serves different grade levels for a new, larger attendance area. For example, the attendance zones of a predominantly white and a predominantly Negro school, each serving grades 1-6, would be merged so that all children in grades 1-3 in the new attendance area would attend one
school, and all children in grades 4-6 in the new attendance area would attend the other school. In small cities, pairing might create one attendance zone for the entire city. In some cities, pairing might entail a reorganization of the grade structure of several schools. Thus, a system with four elementary schools (grades 1-6) and two junior high schools (grades 7-8) might convert three schools to accommodate grades 1-4 and the remaining three schools to intermediate schools, grades 5-8. Most appropriate for desegregating schools in small cities, pairing has been used successfully in such communities as Princeton, N.J., Greenburgh, N.Y., and Coatesville, Pa.

CENTRAL SCHOOLS—Some cities have desegregated schools by converting one or more schools into central facilities for a single grade to serve the entire city or a large part of the city. When a central school is created, attendance areas for the remaining schools can be enlarged. For example, a predominantly Negro elementary school could be converted into a school for all 6th grade
children in the city. The remaining elementary schools, instead of serving six grades, would then serve only five grades, but would cover larger geographical areas. The central school plan is most effective in cities—or areas within cities—in which, because of residential patterns, existing small neighborhood schools can be used to achieve school desegregation. Cities which have used this type of plan include Englewood, N.J., Berkeley, Calif., and Teaneck, N.J.
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**SCHOOL CLOSING**—The closing of a segregated or racially imbalanced school and assigning its students to other schools in the system is a technique similar to the establishment of central schools. Closed schools often
have been utilized for other purposes such as a nursery school or a laboratory school. This was effectively done in Xenia, Ohio, where a formerly all-Negro school has been converted into a demonstration school which utilizes new educational techniques and is attended by a cross-section of students in the community. The superintendent of schools in Xenia said the plan would not fail because this previously all-Negro school "is the city's prestige school."

In addition to Xenia, the school closing technique has been used by Syracuse and White Plains, N.Y. and Evanston, Ill.
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THE PREDOMINANTLY NEGRO JUNIOR HIGH SCHOOL IS CLOSED AND THE STUDENTS ARE BUSED TO OTHER SCHOOLS.

**MAGNET SCHOOLS AND SUPPLEMENTARY CENTERS**—Schools offering special curricula can attract children from a wide geographical area. This desegregation technique ranges from full-time schools with special academic programs to centers with programs which supplement the basic academic skills taught in the neighborhood school. For instance, a supplementary center might offer
a special science or humanities program. Children from several schools would attend the center together for 8 to 10 hours a week. The magnet school and supplementary center technique frequently has been advanced as a means of achieving partial school desegregation in large cities with large Negro enrollments. Plans for such schools have been developed in Mt. Vernon, N.Y., Cleveland, Ohio, Philadelphia, Pa., and Los Angeles, Calif.
operation and improvements in the academic program, such as the establishment of a library center to serve the entire complex or the provision of specialists on the faculty who would be available to larger numbers of students. Each school in the complex might develop a specialty in one curriculum area. All resources and facilities for that curriculum area would then be concentrated in one building which would serve all children in the complex. This type of plan, similar to school pairing in smaller communities, is most applicable to cities or to areas within cities with adjoining ethnic neighborhoods. Proposals for education complexes have been developed for New York City and Rochester, N. Y.
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EDUCATION PARK—This proposed plan would create clusters of new school facilities large enough to serve thousands of children
PLAN FOR NEW YORK'S NEW EDUCATION PARK PROVIDES FOR PRIMARY SCHOOLS FOR 2,800 PUPILS, INTERMEDIATE SCHOOLS FOR 3,600, AND A COMPREHENSIVE HIGH SCHOOL FOR 4,000. STUDENTS WILL BE GROUPED IN UNITS OF 700 EACH IN THE PRIMARY SCHOOLS, 900 IN THE INTERMEDIATE SCHOOLS, AND 1,000 IN THE HIGH SCHOOL. THE CENTRAL UNIT WILL OFFER COMMON FACILITIES FOR ALL SCHOOLS IN THE COMPLEX.*

* DIAGRAM ADAPTED FROM SATURDAY REVIEW, NOVEMBER, 1966 AT 93.
on a single site. The combined resources of an education park would afford greater opportunity for effective administration and meaningful community participation in school activities. An education park may provide innovations and facilities (such as laboratories and computer-assisted teaching) which are too costly for individual small schools. The facilities would be designed so that children could be grouped according to their differing needs and talents. A larger teaching staff would enable the education park to provide more specialists and teachers with diverse training and interests to meet the individual needs of children. Bringing together teachers with similar training might allow them more opportunity to develop specialized subject matter skills. The education park also could provide a laboratory where student teachers could observe a greater variety of teaching skills than is possible in smaller schools.

The education park technique can be adapted to almost any city. Proposals for education parks for small cities call for one facility to serve the entire city; proposals for larger cities suggest several parks, each serving a segment of the city or particular grade levels. Some educators believe that education parks are the most feasible means for desegregating school districts in metropolitan areas since they could be located to attract students from the city and adjacent suburban areas. Cities planning or considering education parks include Syracuse, N.Y., East Orange, N.J., Berkeley and Sausalito, Calif., New York, N.Y., Pittsburgh, Pa., St. Paul, Minn., Philadelphia, Pa., and Albuquerque, N.M.

**EDUCATIONAL QUALITY**

Parents often wonder how desegregation will affect the quality of education in their schools. Administrators of school systems which have desegregated report that the quality of education has been maintained and
often improved for all students.

Practical experience in some communities demonstrates that desegregation has been accompanied by the maintenance of educational standards. In White Plains, N.Y., where some white parents feared that desegregation would cause their children to fall behind in their studies, Carroll Johnson, the superintendent, reported that there was no interruption in the academic progress of white students. Other school districts—Syracuse, N.Y. and Riverside, Calif.—which have desegregated also report continued progress in academic achievement.

What can communities do to assure that educational quality is maintained and improved when schools are desegregated? Neil Sullivan, Superintendent of Schools at Berkeley, has written: "Desegregation must be combined with a general program of educational improvement . . . [large] segments of our communities, unconvinced of the educational necessity for integration, must be shown that the new program is in the best interests of all children." Berkeley, Calif. desegregated three junior high schools and reduced the pupil-teacher ratio in each of them. Teaneck and Englewood, N.J. instituted tutoring programs, and Greenburgh and White Plains, N.Y. instituted extensive programs of compensatory education for white and Negro students.

Similar questions have been raised about the maintenance of educational standards in larger cities, where proposals for the education parks are in the planning stages. Will such large schools, with thousands of pupils in attendance, contribute to a lowering of academic standards?

Educators who are planning such schools, and those who have evaluated these plans, have concluded that larger, desegregated school facilities are likely to have just the opposite effect. Far from lowering educational standards, education parks would provide substantial improvements in the quality of education. These educators believe that the education parks would provide better quality facilities and school programs, and would permit teachers to give greater attention to the needs of individual children. Dr. John H. Fischer, President of Teachers College, Columbia University, has written: "The
pupil population [in school parks] would be large enough to justify full-time staffs of specialists and the necessary physical facilities to furnish medical, psychological, and counseling services at a level of quality that is now rarely possible."

The experience of the Nova School in Fort Lauderdale, Fla.—the only education park presently in operation—supports these views. This school has consolidated attendance zones, and concentrated educational resources; it provides academic programs and facilities of a substantially higher quality than were previously offered, and school administrators there have reported that it has substantially improved students' learning.

Thus, the experience and judgment of educators suggest that American education will achieve new distinction when larger, desegregated schools make possible the specialization, flexibility, and utilization of resources which are now difficult to achieve in smaller schools.
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For additional information about school desegregation techniques write:

Office of Staff Director
U.S. Commission on Civil Rights
Washington, D.C. 20425

Office for Civil Rights
U.S. Department of Health, Education, and Welfare
Washington, D.C. 20201